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Mauritsen played a major role in the appointment of Johan Cruyff, and was then manager to one of the country's finest forwards
in Peter Bosz, and one of the finest wingers in the world in Dirk Kuyt. In this era of national football, where you had teams like
Sweden's, Belgium's, Spain's and Italy's, there were many players that came through the system as top talents who could help a
team in any way. In terms of playing style and positional sense, Mauritsen was a good example of this. He wasn't known for his
technical ability nor his great vision, and although he could use his pace well up front and finish effectively from behind the
posts, he had more of a mental side and often ended up struggling to adapt to new formations which didn't feature any deep
defensive blocks or solid defensive midfielders at any point. At the same time, he was incredibly intelligent in his play, and in
many ways was better at it than many of the younger players that were making more impression in his time. His ability at all
levels enabled him to adapt quickly to the demands of playing against a large variety of different opponents and playing
alongside very capable and experienced players. One would have to look up to see players that were able to succeed under this
tutelage: Eric Cantona was perhaps an example of that. On the other hand, Cruyff showed how to be adaptable, both as a coach
and as a player. He was not known for the kind of intensity and passion that he shows in matches and at high level, but he always
played defensively - to allow the likes of David Beckham and Mario Balotelli to operate and operate as effectively as a team,
which he did regularly. He was also a very calm coach and player, and there was nothing wrong with that either.outkittenmovieg
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